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City and County Officials Release Statement on Shooting of Jacob Blake 
 

Racine – Elected officials from the City of Racine Common Council and the Racine County Board, including Alders Taft, 
West, Horton, Jones, Santiago, Levie, Tate II, and Jung and County Supervisors Spencer, Hopkins, Maldonado, and 
Demske, co-signed the following statement on the shooting of Jacob Blake by Kenosha Law Enforcement last evening:  
 
“Our thoughts and hearts are with Jacob Blake, his family, and the City of Kenosha as they become the latest 
community, like Racine and Mt. Pleasant, to be rocked by state sanctioned violence at the hands of local law 
enforcement. While more details will come forth and the necessary investigation proceeds, the videos circulating render 
those details all but irrelevant. What is clear is that Mr. Blake was walking away from police, unarmed, and officers had 
more than ample opportunity to subdue him with less than lethal means. Instead police shot him multiple times, at 
point blank range.  
 
We refuse to believe that these situations or outcomes are inevitable. We refuse to believe that every incident requires 
the deployment of individuals trained in the use of firearms and trained to kill, seemingly more than they are trained to 
deescalate. We refuse to believe that there is not a different way that can result in different outcomes. There must be.   
 
Years and decades of harmful action and inexcusable inaction by a handful of politicians in Madison and Kenosha 
have brought us to where we are today. Meanwhile, they blame the people and communities that are the very victims 
of police brutality and economic deprivation in order to distract us from their failure to make Wisconsin a place where 
every family feels safe and has the freedom to thrive.  
 
It is abundantly clear that police reform is not enough. We know some of the oppressive origins of law enforcement, 
including slave patrols and the subjugation of Native Americans, and that is deeply woven into the profession's history. 
These incidents are not simply a matter of training. These incidents are a reflection of culture. A culture that insulates 
from accountability -- or mere criticism, perpetuated by individuals and organizations that, too often, defend the 
indefensible. A culture that, at a time of unprecedented scrutiny of policing, allows an individual officer to not think 
twice about shooting a Black man in the back multiple times.  
 
People in the City of Kenosha, the State of Wisconsin, and all over the United States are coming together to demand 
that we respect and honor Black life, and until we do so, all people across Wisconsin of good conscience should be 
outraged. Today, we demand that political leaders in the city of Kenosha and communities across Wisconsin -- including 
ourselves in Racine -- hear the people who are marching and calling out for change. We call on our fellow elected 
leaders to make changes to Wisconsin’s laws, budgets and policies to ensure that communities across our state are 
protected from over-policing and are safe for every one of us, no matter our race, zip code, county or wealth.” 
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